Abstract. In this paper, contrast enhancement and image segmentation are investigated using a class of morphological nonincreasing filters that can be considered toggle mappings. These nonincreasing filters are built using the traditional morphological gradients. These filters have interesting properties and give essential contrast to the images. We apply them sequentially between two or more given parameters in order to obtain intermediate results. This approach improves the control of the filtering process and provides other tools for contrasting images. We presented several new properties and one study of the invariant set of these filters. Using these new propositions, we show that it is possible to obtain better results in image segmentation when we apply the watershed transformation. Also, we propose an algorithm for segmenting images using this class of nonincreasing filters. The method is applied in a geodesic way using two different criteria for segmenting an image. We relate our results with a recent method in mathematical morphology called the flat zone approach and we compare our approach with another method in image processing, the so-called quadtree approach. © 1998 SPIE and IS&T. [S1017-9909(98) 
Introduction
The image segmentation and image contrast enhancement are two useful techniques in image processing. Generally, both techniques use contrast operators to transform an image and to get the final one. In mathematical morphology ͑MM͒, the basic contrast operators are the top hat transformations and the gradient operators. These contrast operators are the main tools for the watershed-plus-marker 1,2 approach that is used to segment images in mathematical morphology. In the watershed-plus-marker approach, the homotropy of the gradient image is modified by imposing some regions' markers as its only minima. Then, the watershed transformation on the modified gradient is applied. However, as expressed by Crespo et al., 3, 4 the need for locating each marker inside an image region poses an important limitation. For example, some problems occur when the features are very small or when the shape is quite elongated or when there are thin regions. In other words, the gradient shows a limited resolution when the purpose is the features extraction. This was the main reason to propose another image segmentation technique, called the flat zone approach 3, 4 that allows another option for image segmentation.
Also, a class of nonincreasing filters was proposed with the name of morphological slope filters ͑MSF͒. 5, 6 These filters can be considered toggle mappings. 7 The notion of toggle mappings was proposed by Serra in order to build contrast operators. The MSF have nice properties and provide essential contrast to the images. For example, the transformed image using MSF presents a well-defined contrast. Thus, we can define a class of invariants ͑roots͒, 6 where an element ͑image with an essential contrast͒ of this class is not changed by the filters. Furthermore, by applying MSF, minima or maxima on the image are modified allowing the use of the watershed transformation to obtain a good segmentation. 6 The main purpose of the filters is to attenuate the zones where the gradient is weak and to leave the others unchanged. To discriminate between both zones we use a parameter . By attenuating zones of weak contrast, we increase the contrast of other zones that have a strong gradient without changing the gray level of the points belonging to them. From a contrast enhancement point of view, two important contributions are presented in this paper. First, we investigate the filters when they are applied sequentially. This proposition allows the establishment of some intermediate results of the output image. We show that these sequential transformations allow us to se-lect features at each level of a family of morphological slope filters. Second, the domain of invariance associated with these transformations is studied to better understand the filtering process.
In addition, the transformations are used as a contrastoriented segmentation approach, and this procedure is compared with the flat zones approach. To obtain homogeneous zones from the image, we study these filters in a geodesic way using a Max-Min criterion, and a Max-Min-to-Area criterion. These criteria enable us to select the homogeneous regions on the images. All the work is presented in the discrete case and, more specifically, with real-valued images.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 the concepts of toggle mappings and MSF are presented. In Sec. 3 we propose some modifications of the MSF. We build new operators by applying the MSF in a sequential way. Finally, in Sec. 4 we illustrate the potential use of the operators for segmenting images. These transformations will flatten lowcontrast regions on an image, thereby allowing application of the watershed transformation directly on the filtered watershed. Also, a segmentation algorithm is proposed using the notion of flat zone approach.
Toggle Mappings and Morphological Slope Filters
To introduce our main results, in this section we present the notion of toggle mappings and some derived nonincreasing transformations called morphological slope filters.
Toggle Mappings
The main idea of toggle mappings is to compare a realvalued function f with two patterns, and to choose at each point x the closest value between them and the original function. The original idea was suggested by Kramer and Bruckner. 8 The proposed transformation is given by
͑1͒
with ␦ B and B defined from the following equations:
␦ B and B are, respectively, the morphological dilation and erosion transformations, B the elementary structuring element ͑B is the transposed set of B͒, and an homothetic parameter. The dilation and erosion transformations are increasing and extensive ͑anti-extensive the erosion͒, but they are not idempotent transformations. Some problems in Kramer and Bruckner transformation are the oscillations and jumps produced when it is iterated. The notion of toggle mappings progressed in the way suggested by the Kramer and Bruckner algorithm. These developments were initially studied by Meyer and Serra 9 to develop the theory of contrast mappings in MM. The following definition formalizes the concept of toggle mappings. Definition 1: Let F be the class of the functions E→R ͑Z in this work͒ and FЈ that of the mappings F→F. Given a family ͕⌿ i ͖ of elements of FЈ, one calls toggle mapping of primitives ⌿ i any mapping w such that:
1. At each point x, w x equals one of the ⌿ i,x . 2. The criterion that affects one ⌿ i to w x at a given point x depends only on the primitives ⌿ i on the value w x and on possible constants. 3. In particular, if at point x one of the ⌿ i coincides with the identity mapping I, then:
Because toggle mappings generate jumps, the first way, as expressed by Serra, 7 for keeping down this effect is to look for idempotent toggles.
Morphological Slope Filters
Recently, 5, 6 a new class of morphological nonincreasing filters was proposed. The main ideas to build these filters are the notions of morphological gradient criteria and idempotent mappings. Zones of weak contrast ͑weak gradient͒ are attenuated and zones of great contrast remain unchanged. This allows zones of great contrast on the image to be retained ͑without changing the gray-level values͒ and enhanced by attenuating the other zones. Consider the definitions of internal and external gradients 1, 10 :
From these equations and from the notion of toggle mappings, we define two operators:
We will be working with these operators by iterating them. For the second step we have
At the nth step when stability is reached (n→ϱ),
For the sake of clarity, we will present results for the n ͓ f (x)͔ filter case, but similar comments and results can be expressed for the other filter 
In the following, the set S defines one support of the points of great contrast. Property 2. For 2 Ͼ 1 ⇒S 2 ʚS 1 . For two given parameters 1 and 2 such that 1 Ͻ 2 , the support S 2 is included in support S 1 . we have ͭ
Property 5. Let f (x) be a function defined on D f and
Property 6. Let be a given parameter and B the structuring element. We suppose that the idempotence is reached at the nth step. Then,
A Sequential Family of MSF
It is common in mathematical morphology to employ by composition a family of filters depending on some particular parameter. This notion, frequently used for morphological filtering, motivates us to study the MSF from this point of view. We will show that sequential MSF retain contrast features at different levels of the family. For a better understanding of our propositions we study them from a geometrical point of view. Let us consider a one-dimensional ͑1D͒ example. The structuring element is composed of three connected points centered at the middle point. Figures 1͑a͒-1͑e͒ show the different steps ͑until stability nth step͒ to obtain the filtered function 1 n ͓ f (x)͔ ͓Fig. 1͑e͔͒. We study this example in a subset D R included in the domain of definition D f . First, we calculate the erosion of the function f (x) to determine the gradient transformation at Fig. 1͑b͒ . Then, applying Eq. ͑2͒, the new function 1 1 ͓ f (x)͔ is obtained ͓see Fig. 1͑c͔͒ . For the second step, in the same way as for step 1, we obtain the result shown in Fig. 1͑d͒ . A similar procedure is applied until idempotence ͓Eq. ͑3͔͒ is reached, as shown in Fig. 1͑e͒ . We observe that some points remain with the similar function values in the original and filtered functions ͑i.e.,
). Now, let us perform a similar processing on the original function f (x), but using a 2 parameter with 1 Ͻ 2 . Figure 2͑c͒ shows that several points ͑or regions͒, which remain unchanged after applying 
with parameter 2 is more discriminative than that with parameter 1 ͑see property 4͒. Finally, let us transform the function f (x) in a sequential way using both filters. In other words, we apply by composition 1 n ͓ f (x)͔ and 2 n ͓ f (x)͔.
Figure 2͑d͒ illustrates this transformation.
We observe in this figure that more points ͑regions͒ of the original function remain unchanged, with similar function values, in the filtered function 2
This means, to obtain intermediate results we can apply sequentially the filters. For the sake of simplicity, we use the notation 2 Fig. 2͑c͒ we note that the great contrast points xЈ and xЉ in f (x), with regard to the 1 parameter, are weak contrast points when applying 2 n . However, the great contrast points xЈ and xЉ in 1 n , are also great contrast points using 1 , 2
Similar comments for xЉ ͓see Fig. 2͑d͔͒ . This is not true for the great contrast point p in 1 n , because it is a weak contrast point with regard to the sequential family 1 , 2
Figure 3͑d͒ illustrates this sequential transformation applied on a real image in Fig. 3͑a͒ . The processing stage used on the image has a first filtering step using 1 n , next a second filtering step 2 n ͑with 2 ϭ16 greater than 1 ϭ6͒, 
Now, let us analyze the case of weak contrast points. Point yЈ in Fig. 1͑e͒ is a point of weak contrast using 1 n . At the nth step ͑stability͒, we have 1 n ͓ f (yЈ)͔ϭ f (m1). The function value 1 n at point yЈ cannot have the function value
there is a great contrast point ''p'' belonging to a path linking f (yЈ) and f (m2). The function value f (m2) cannot propagate to the point yЈ. This is not the case for point m1. However, for 1 , 2 n ͓ f (yЈ)͔, the point p in Fig. 2͑d͒ is no longer a point of great contrast and we have 1 that do not belong to D R . Then, the choice of a sequential family of filters leaves us a certain range of freedom, as expressed below.
From the geometrical analysis expressed above and from property 4, we have for 1 Ͻ 2 :
In a family of MSF, the great contrast zones, according to a 1 parameter, are passed to a greater subindex 2 ( 2 Ͼ 1 ) level or eliminated. Moreover, let i be a family of parameters with iSϭ͕1,2, . . . Concerning the support of the gradients, from property 6, we know that in a filtered image ϱ , the support of the gradient ͑the set of points of the domain of definition where this function is strictly positive͒ is the same as that of points of great contrast S . From the analysis presented in this section, we observe that there is an inclusion relation between the support of the gradients of filtered images. In Fig. 4͑a͒ the gradient support of the original image is shown. Figures 4͑b͒-4͑e͒ show the gradient supports of the filtered images in Figs. 3͑b͒-3͑e͒ ͓the image in Fig. 3͑e͒ has been obtained using ͕ 1 ϭ6, 2 ϭ8, 3 ϭ10,... , 6 ϭ16͖͔. We have, for example, using Eq. ͑7͒ 
Invariants
The invariants set ͑or roots͒ is a useful notion in mathematical morphology to characterize an idempotent transformation. In fact, for all idempotent transformation ⌿ there is an associated domain of invariance. We can see the invariants from a contrasting point of view. 6 In our case, the class of invariants is given by the set of function ␤ ͑for the first filter͒ such that, for all function f ␤ , we 
This means that in general we cannot obtain similar results for the opening by transforming f by 2 n or by applying it in a sequential way 2 n 1 n . 
Image Segmentation Using MSF
In this section we will use the morphological slope filters as a tool for segmenting images.
Image Segmentation using the Watershed Transformation
In the watershed-plus-marker approach, the computation of markers plays a fundamental role in solving the oversegmentation problem that occurs when a watershed is computed directly on an original image gradient. Because our filters have shown some properties to modify image extrema, 5, 6 we apply the watershed transformation directly on the filtered image gradient. The new results obtained by a composition of MSF enable us to obtain intermediate results between both filters 1 n and 2 n ͑with 1 Ͻ 2 ͒. Then, it is interesting to apply the watershed transformation to these filtered images. We will not describe the watershed transformation. Some references about this subject are in Refs. 1 and 2. As expressed in Sec. 2, with our filters we attenuate zones with weak contrast without affecting the other ones, which means that incorrect minima ͑maxima͒ created by the noise and inhomogeneities are merged to form good minima ͑maxima͒. Moreover, we show in Sec. 3 that it is possible to obtain intermediate results by applying MSF n ͑or ␦ n ͒ sequentially, using a family ͕ i ͖ of parameters. In Fig. 3͑d͒ we show the case 2 n ͓ 1 n ( f )͔ using two given parameters 1 Figures 5͑c͒ and 5͑d͒ show the watershed images com- Fig. 3(d) , (e) gradient support of filtered image in Fig. 3 
An Image Segmentation Algorithm Using MSF
Another technique in MM for segmenting an image is the so-called flat zone approach. 3, 4 This technique provides a solution to the resolution problem that occurs under traditional watershed-plus-marker approach. In the watershedplus-marker approach, some markers signal the location of the significant regions in the image. Locating each marker inside an image region poses a great problem when the features are small. Thus, the loss of small features using the watershed-plus-marker approach was the origin of the flat zone approach ͑Crespo et al. 3, 4 ͒. In this section we will show a simple algorithm to extract homogeneous zones. Let us describe some methods in image processing: ͑1͒ the quadtree method and ͑2͒ the flat zone approach in order to compare our algorithm.
Quadtree approach
The quadtree approach has been a powerful tool in image processing for coding. This term is used to describe a class of hierarchical data structures whose common property is that they are based on the principle of recursive space decomposition. A complete study on this subject has been presented in a tutorial survey by Samet. 12 In the quadtree approach, the coding by regions is realized by an homogeneity criterion ͑or criteria͒, that enables us to discriminate whether a square region can be considered a connected component. Here we consider the geometrical construction of a quadtree in a square lattice. We start with a square frame of 2 n pixels that is devised in four square zones as shown in Fig. 6͑a͒ . Each square zone is studied on the original image using one or several homogeneity criteria ͑variance, Max-Min,...͒. If the homogeneity criterion ͑or criteria͒ is verified, a function value is given at all points on the square region ͑for example, the average of the intensity values in the square͒. For any square that does not verify the homogeneity criterion, a similar procedure is performed in a recursive way by dividing each square region by four. This procedure is illustrated in Figs. 6͑b͒ and 6͑c͒ . The idea of coding a real-valued function ͑or binary͒, is linking to a recursivity property of a square lattice ͑see Fig. 7 for a quadtree representation͒. The quadtree is a tool for representing images that is useful for description and processing images because of the hierarchical procedure. The output image is defined by a partition that will have well-defined zones corresponding to homogeneous zones in the input image.
Flat zone approach
Let us write the flat zones definition: 13, 14 Definition 2. The flat zones of a gray level function f : E →T are defined as the ͑largest͒ connected components of pixels with the same function value. This is called the partition of flat zones of a function. This flat zone approach is based on the notion of connectivity as proposed by Salambier and Serra. 13, 14 Note two important remarks:
͑1͒ The set of flat zones of a function constitutes a partition of the space. 14 Let I m be a flat zone image of a gray level function. We will denote the set of flat zones by ͕I m ͖.
͑2͒ There is no restriction on the size of the flat zones and they can be reduced to a single point.
In the flat zone approach, if a region ͑flat zone͒ is to be preserved, then all its component pixels will be preserved. Otherwise, it is merged into another one in its entirety. In this approach, the definition does not say how we process the flat zones and does not state the property of transformations to be used ͑increasing, idempotent͒. The basic idea in this approach is to merge flat zones according to several criteria looking for a good region number reduction. In other words, the main objective of this approach is the computation of a good segmentation with a relatively small number of regions. The original images have a great number of flat zones ͑connected components with the same function value͒. Then, the first stage in this approach is to reduce the number of flat zones by means of a filtering stage. Connected filters ͑filters by reconstruction͒ are successful at simplifying features that are brighter or darker than their neighboring regions. A complete description of these connected filters is presented by Crespo et al. 15 Because there exist transition regions after the filtering stage, an intermediate stage that assigns these transition regions to one of their neighboring regions is performed. Finally, an image with a given number of zones is computed by merging different regions. The merging procedure is computed by using several criteria ͑area, region gradient͒ in order to decide which regions are merged to their neighboring regions. By comparing this segmentation approach with the quadtree representation, we can see that the goal is similar: both techniques look for homogeneous zones reducing their number without changing considerably the main features of the image. However, several differences exist between both techniques. The quadtree approach algorithm splits a nonhomogeneous region in four. The size and shape of the region in the quadtree approach are stated exactly. In the flat zone approach, the main idea is the use of a merging process of regions where the size and shape are not strictly established.
A segmentation algorithm
In this section we propose an algorithm 16 for segmenting images that can be related to the two techniques described above for reducing the number of regions. Our goal is to use MSF to compute a relatively small number of homogeneous zones from the images. As for the flat zone approach, the first step is to reduce the number of regions using the following procedure.
Although we use a one-dimensional function example as illustrated in Fig. 8͑a͒ , it allows us to understand the twodimensional case. Initially, we look for the Max and Min values. Next, a thresholding operation is realized at the middle value ͓see Fig. 8͑c͒ . The average intensity of pixels can also be used. We perform a similar procedure until the ''k'' step. Figures 9͑a͒  and 9͑b͒ illustrate the procedure for kϭ1 and kϭ2 for another function. To express this transformation with the morphological slope filters and the toggle mappings we perform the next procedure. Using property 5 we have
Thus,
Now, consider the case when idempotence is reached ͑nth step͒. By working in a similar way as toggle mappings, we define the next transformation:
Note in Eq. ͑8͒ that we have changed D f by D geo with D geo a subset of D f . We observe that this is an idempotent mapping as the thresholding operation. Figure 10͑b͒ shows the transformed image obtained from the original in Fig. 10͑a͒ using D geo ϭD f . This is a traditional operator in mathematical morphology called the morphological contrast operator ͑Kramer and Bruckner transformation͒. However, we do not use it for a given number of iteration, but we look for idempotence ͑nth step͒. Now, we iterate this transformation ͓Eq. ͑8͔͒ in a geodesic way. Here, we work with gray-level images, using a binary geodesic mask D geo , where a transformation will be applied. In other words, D geo is the domain of definition of the transformation ͓see Eq. ͑8͔͒. The elementary geodesic dilation and erosion are given by:
where B x is the elementary ball centered at point x. The gray level geodesic dilation and erosion of size ''n'' are given by: We shall work using two main remarks: 1. The function Im is composed by a set of flat zones obtained from the original image. 2. Each element of ͕Im͖, is used as an independent geodesic mask, where Eq. ͑8͒ is applied.
Observe the image for the first step in Fig. 10͑b͒ with ͕Im͖ϭD f . Note the thresholding operation using the MaxMin criterion. In the second step, the transformation at Eq. ͑8͒ is applied conditionally to each white and black region in Fig. 10͑b͒ . Thus, this geodesic function Im will be obtained by applying Eq. ͑8͒. The original function in Fig.  10͑a͒ is approximated by a geodesic transformation as illustrated in Fig. 10͑c͒ in the second step. This image is later used as the image Im in order to perform the next step for obtaining the image illustrated in Fig. 10͑d͒ . Figure 10͑e͒ shows the image obtained for four steps. This procedure reminds us of the quadtree approach. However, there is an important difference because the partition zones in our procedure are not square regions with a given size 2 k ,2 kϩ1 ,... , but geodesic regions. Scanning of square regions is simple, but for geodesic regions a special data structure is necessary. We use a single queue that is a frequently used algorithm in mathematical morphology ͑see Ref. 17͒ .
Note that we abandon the region marker concept and the computation of the gradient operator. Note also that the transformed image will be used as the mask function for the next iteration. We perform a similar procedure until step ''k'' or using a stop criterion ͑in this work Max-MinϽValthresh͒. This procedure is illustrated in Figs. 10͑b͒, 10͑c͒, 10͑d͒, and 10͑e͒ , where four segmenting results corresponding to four steps are shown ͑using Valthreshϭ20͒. At each step we obtain a finer partition. Let us remember that a partition ͕A i ͖ is said to be finer than another partition ͕B i ͖ if any pair of points belonging to the same class A i also belongs to a unique partition class B j . By assigning to Valthresh the zero value and by iterating this procedure until stability is reached, we will find the original image.
In order to show the boundary of each flat zone, we apply an internal gradient on each image in Figs. 10͑a͒-10͑d͒. Next a thesholding operation between 4 and 255 gray levels is applied on the gradient images. In Figs. 11͑a͒-11͑d͒ we observe that the flat zone contours show clearly the partition of the flat zone images.
A second step is performed in a similar way as the flat zone approach. An image with relatively large numbers of regions is computed using a merging procedure. A useful data structure to perform this procedure is a graph whose vertices are linked to the homogeneous zones and whose edges describe adjacency between those zones. Such a representation was used for connected morphological operators. 18 The merging procedure is computed by using an area criterion in order to decide which regions are merging to their neighboring regions. In Figs. 12͑c͒-12͑e͒ we present a set of images obtained by our procedure using Max-Min and area criteria. The original image shown in Fig. 12͑a͒ has 1810 flat zones. The image in Fig. 12͑b͒ has 110 flat zones obtained after applying the split procedure ͑three steps͒. Finally, Figs. 12͑c͒, 12͑d͒ and 12͑e͒ have been obtained using an area criterion of 30, 40 and 50 pixels, respectively. The number of regions in these images are 23, 19 and 17. This allows us to select the flat zones by both contrast criterion and a size criterion. The Max-Min criterion splits a region that is not homogeneous and the size criterion merges the small flat zone to another one in its entirety as in the flat zone algorithm. In this case we combine both notions-split and merge-to obtain the output image.
Conclusion
In this paper we have investigated a class of morphological nonincreasing filters called morphological slope filters and have provided some new results. By applying in a sequential way the MSF, new properties are found that enable us to retain more features from the original image. By increasing the contrast at each step of the sequence of filters, the filtering process is better controlled. A family of sequential MSF enables us to obtain better results. By working on the extremities of filters and by combining their results with the Max-Min criterion we propose an algorithm for segmenting images. We do not use the watershed-plus-markers approach but we look for that of flat zone. We use a MaxMin criterion to split regions and an area criterion to decide which regions are merging to their neighboring regions. Future work on these filters will be in the direction to study the bounds of the MSF and other properties. Also, other gradient definitions will be used for better control of the output image. Concerning the improved segmentation algorithm, we are currently working in the direction of further exploring criteria for selecting flat zones. Juan A. Cruz-Mandujano received his BS degree from the Facultad de Informatica, Universidad Autonoma de Queretaro (Mexico). His current research interests are algorithm techniques for image processing.
